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NIST CSF Introduction
The NIST Cybersecurity Framework, or CSF for short, provides a good playbook for implementing best-inclass cybersecurity. But what steps must a critical infrastructure organization take to make the best use of
its guidance? First off, a short explanation of the NIST CSF. One can’t ‘comply’ with the CSF, as it is not
a regulation. Better to think of it as a playbook that maps the five key security functions – identify, protect,
detect, respond, and recover - to a set of informative references, many of which may be automated.
This document provides guidance to organizations
of all sizes who wish to apply best practices
of risk management to improving security
and resilience. In this Playbook, we look
at why protecting our critical infrastructure begins with NIST and how to
apply the security framework to a
few of the 16 critical infrastructure
sectors as identified by the US
DHS: Utilities/Energy, Finance,
and Healthcare. We also touch
on securing the IoT where it
relates to these different verticals,
and look at how the attack
surface changes when either
migrating assets to the cloud
or leveraging the cloud for
customer or partner access.

16 Critical Infrastructure Sectors
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NIST CSF Adoption
The Trends in Security Framework Adoption Survey, which
includes responses from around 300 US IT and security pros,
was conducted to determine patterns in the adoption of various
security frameworks. A majority of organizations (84%) have at least
one security framework in place.
While the survey data reveals that 70% of organizations view NIST’s

More than 70%
of respondents
who have adopted or plan to

framework as a security best practice, 50% see the high level of

adopt NIST CSF

investment that it requires as a barrier to adoption. The NIST frame-

view it as an

work was the most popular choice of security frameworks to be
implemented over the next year, the study found.
Some 64% of organizations are using part of the NIST framework
and not all of the recommended controls due to the cost and lack
of regulatory pressures. Also, 83% of those planning to adopt the
NIST framework in the coming year say they will take a similar approach--adopting some and not all of the CSF controls.
Cavirin helps you eliminate barriers to NIST CSF adoption.

NIST CSF = Defense In-Depth
Let us draw an analogy from the game of football and how it
relates to cybersecurity and your role as a security professional.
The hackers are the offense, though we know that you’d like to
take that offensive posture. But here, you are the defense, where
you have padding, helmets, referees, and a playbook to protect
you. Before the game, you try to understand where you are vulnerable against your opponent—consider this your CyberPosture
assessment.

industry best
practice.
The Trends in Security
Framework Adoption
Survey
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During the game, you seek to minimize any vulnerabilities, minimizing risk, while leveraging your
strengths, all with a goal of winning the game. What you do, how you plan, and how you train will all
determine your chances of winning.

HACKERS

YOUR DEFENSE

The definition of risk under NIST’s Special Publication (SP) 800-30 Rev 1, “Guide for Conducting Risk
Assessments,”:

•

A measure of the extent to which an entity is threatened by a potential circumstance or event, and
typically a function of
(i) the adverse impacts that would arise if the circumstance or event occurs and
(ii) the likelihood of occurrence

Risk assessment is “the process of identifying, estimating, and prioritizing risks to organizational
operations (including mission, functions, image, reputation), organizational assets, individuals, other
organizations, and the Nation, resulting from the operation of an information system. Part of risk management incorporates threat and vulnerability analyses, and considers mitigations provided by security
controls planned or in place.”
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When evaluating critical infrastructure, two additional high-level objectives also come into play.
The first is the potential safety impact of a breach,
very different than a university WiFi network offline for a few hours. The second is the necessity
to protect the overall ecosystem if a device is
compromised. This is the need to keep the ‘virus’
from spreading, and a keen consideration of internal linkages and where air-gaps or other protocol
gaps are in place (and must stay in place).
When evaluating CyberPosture, we look at assets,
and then apply threats and vulnerabilities. The
intersection of an organization’s assets, threat,
and vulnerabilities constitutes the risk.

VULNERABILITY

knows what assets are where and with what access
enabled and what revision. Too often, risks originate
from assets that are not under clear control.
Moving to threats, these include attacks including
APTs, DDoS, malware, misuse, and the connection of
vulnerable devices that may have been compromised.
Vulnerabilities cover a wide category that include:

•

Incomplete technology asset inventories

•

Long-lived assets with varying levels of updates

•

Data vulnerabilities that may include lack of encryptions, backups, or validation

•

Application vulnerabilities when secure coding
best practices are not employed

RISK
ASSETS

•

Device and endpoint vulnerabilities that may
include open interfaces, removable media,

THREATS

mis-configuration, and lack of patching

•

Account vulnerabilities that include default passwords, lack of RBAC and least privilege, lack of dormant account cleanup, and weak remote access

Asset risk assessments focus on evaluating
cybersecurity controls for the various hardware

controls

•

IT network infrastructure vulnerabilities include

and software systems. This includes any remote

lack of malware protection, system hardening,

connectivity, vendor access, and ensuring one

insecure network configuration, and complexity.
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Applying the NIST CyberSecurity Framework to Critical Infrastrucure Sectors

ENERGY/UTILITIES

The energy sector is usually called out as the most vulnerable sector, given past breaches in the US
and elsewhere, as well as the potential impact of an energy disruption on every other sector. Due to
complexity and interconnections, the attack surface is especially large. The figure below depicts North
American regional energy interconnects, and though a widespread attack won’t bring down the entire
country, it could have a devastating impact on a regional level.

North American Regional
Reliability Councils and
Interconnections
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Building on specific regulations and directives from the FERC, the NRC, and others, NIST document SP
1800-7 (draft), “Situational Awareness for Electric Utilities,” includes mappings between the CSF and
NERC-CIP as well as NIST SP800-53r4, IEC/ISO 27001, and CIS CSC, as in this figure.

Example NIST CSF Mappings from SP 1800-7 (draft)

Cavirin plays a role in helping you automate your technical controls, supporting curated frameworks for
NIST, ISO, P&V, and others. Where you’ve adopted a hybrid cloud approach, we also support the same
frameworks within your cloud accounts, as well as ensuring your cloud security posture through network
policies, monitoring, and remediation.
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HEALTHCARE & PUBLIC HEALTH

Healthcare is one of the more vulnerable sectors due to its footprint, and reliance on highly confidential
ePHI. We all know what should be done, but unfortunately, not every organization has the bandwidth or
budget to do it and enhance their defensive cybersecurity posture. For example, hospitals that are part
of a larger system may share tools and expertise, but those that are independent may have less access.
Here is where the CSF can be of help.
The intersection of a healthcare organization’s assets, threat, and vulnerabilities constitute the risk. Using
examples from NIST SP 800-30, specifically calling out medical devices (NIST SP 1800-8), vulnerabilities
include the use of EOL embedded operating systems, less than effective patching, and the inability to
install 3rd party security controls. Identified risks include:

•

Infusion pumps and server components that may be leveraged for APTs and may serve as pivot
points to cause adverse conditions throughout a hospital’s infrastructure.

•

Infusion pumps that may be manipulated to prevent the effective implementation of safety measures, such as the drug library.

•

Infusion pump interfaces that may be used for unintended or unexpected purposes, with those
conditions leading to degraded performance of the pump.

•

PHI that may be accessed remotely by unauthorized individuals.

•

PHI that may be disclosed to unauthorized individuals if the device is lost, stolen, or improperly
decommissioned.

•

A hospital network that may have improper third-party vendor connections.

Note that these risks span all elements of the hospital’s infrastructure, including 1) the network, 2) the
pumps themselves, protected via EPP, hardening, and data protection, 3) the pump server, protected
via controlled user access, proper communications and application use, and 4) the hospital organization
itself, where use of asset tracking, monitoring, and auditing is a must.
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There are over 5,000 hospitals in the US. Though the top-tier may be quick to implement the necessary
protections, others may not be so fortunate, and just as hackers now target MSEs and smaller financial
institutions, they will do the same in healthcare. Separate from healthcare, the overall approach outlined
above, and substituting, say, an ATM machine or water pump, is easily generalized for other verticals.

Additional risks a healthcare organization may face:

A recent NIST
publication, SP 1800-8,
“Securing Wireless
Infusion Pumps,” offers
a set of best practices,
and includes mappings
between the NIST CSF
and HIPAA, ISO/IEC
27001, and IEC/TR
80001, a part of which
is depicted in this table.

Example NIST CSF Mappings from SP 1800-8
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As with energy, Cavirin plays a role in helping you automate your technical controls, supporting curated
frameworks for NIST, HIPAA, P&V, and others. We support the same frameworks within your cloud or
hybrid cloud accounts, as well as ensuring your cloud security posture through CSP-specific capabilities
such as the AWS HIPAA Quick Start, network policies, monitoring, and remediation.

FINANCIAL

As with healthcare, the financial sector is diversified, subject to a myriad of different regulations at the
state and federal level, and with budget and expertise constraints based on the organization’s size.
Here, the NIST CSF can act as a good playbook in addressing the most vital tasks in ensuring an organization’s CyberPosture. However, as obvious in the figure below, mapping a given regulation to NIST is
less than direct, much like being in a strange city without a map, at night. This is due to different overlapping regulations on the state and federal level that address different types of organizations.

https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2017/05/18/financial_services_csf.pdf
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Taking the same approach as earlier, NIST SP 1800-5, “IT Asset Management,” includes a set of
cross-references between the NIST CSF and technical controls outlined in NIST 800-53, IEC/ISO 27001,
and FFIEC CAT, as in this figure. Cavirin helps automate the technical assessment of these different
controls, helping an organization of any size to identify the most pressing areas for remediation.

Example NIST CSF Mappings from SP 1800-5

Beyond NIST CSF
NIST CSF is the perfect place to start when looking at protecting our critical infrastructure workloads,
but today’s infrastructures are complex and likely include third-party service providers and outside
vendors. Starting with public cloud, the Shared Responsibility Model, and moving into organizations
adopting multi and hybrid cloud approaches, the IT team must take into account the different services
and monitoring interfaces across the different providers. Once identified, they can then plan accordingly and introduce the right tools to span entire environments in measuring an organization’s end-toend cyberposture providing unsurpassed business value and executive insights.
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Don’t Forget IoT
IoT, though many times called out as especially vulnerable, is many
times just part of the physical infrastructure. Whether a pipeline
relay, an IV pump, or an ATM machine, they require the same
diligence, and probably more-so from the aspect of physical access and inventory. If deploying a hybrid infrastructure, the major
CSPs are in fact creating IoT specific services that may help with
deployment and security, listed here.

In Closing
Bringing CyberPosture to critical infrastructure, as the adage
goes, is a journey and not a destination. But don’t let your journey take too long! Use guidance such as the NIST CSF, to get
you started, and other relevant documents to guide you along
your way while adding automation and remediation wherever
possible. This will help avoid omissions and errors when dealing with some of the more mundane tasks, and get you to that
Golden Posture, further protecting our critical infrastructure from
today’s, and tomorrow’s, cyberthreats.

About Cavirin Systems
Cavirin’s CyberPosture Intelligence secures the hybrid cloud. The
solution de-risks cloud migration via continuous compliance, enables integration of security into DevOps via automation, and offers
a platform for a cyber risk posture program across a hybrid environment. It accomplishes this by delivering a unified view of the
organization’s hybrid infrastructure security posture to the CISO,
CSO, or SecOps. This view spans both VMs and container-based
workloads, both on-prem and in the cloud, as well as that of AWS,
Azure, and Google cloud accounts. For more information, visit

www.cavirin.com or follow us at www.twitter.com/cavirin.
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